ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
ne of the keys to mastering a topic is to gain hands on experience. It's hard to imagine Tiger Woods, Pablo Picasso or renowned orthopedic surgeon, Dr. James Andrews, rising to the top of their professions by simply reading about their respective fields. Yet in the case of investing, students, who will pursue careers as brokers or financial planners, leave school with little hands-on experience in the management of an individual's investment portfolio.
The use of case studies is not new to the field of finance. In corporate finance courses, it is easy to conduct hands-on analysis through the numerous case studies that have been written about actual and fictitious companies. In addition, the advent of the Internet has made it easy for students to obtain actual financial information about a corporation from the company's web site, through the SEC's Edgar web site or through third parties such as Yahoo.
Unlike the financial information for corporations, information on an individual's personal finances can be difficult to obtain. With the exception of candidates for political office, individuals do not make their personal finances available for public scrutiny. This makes it difficult for students to have the opportunity to analyze actual personal financial data for a diverse sample of individuals. Even though investment and portfolio management texts could incorporate some personal financial cases, most stick to the traditional topics of valuation, fundamental analysis and asset pricing, choosing to pay little attention to actual personal investment portfolios.
This article offers suggestions for providing students with an opportunity to examine the financial position of individuals with varying investment circumstances, to review the portfolio allocations, to analyze the risk of the investor's portfolio, and to offer recommendations on how the individual can improve his or her portfolio.
THE IMPORTANCE OF PRACTICAL ASSET ALLOCATION
Movement away from the traditional defined benefit pension plan to defined contribution plans has made it more critical for individuals to understand the steps to producing a sound investment portfolio and has increased the importance of the financial planning profession. The Employee Benefit Research Institute reports that in 1979, the sole retirement plan for 62 percent of workers was a defined benefit plan, however by 2005, 63 percent of employees found themselves covered only by voluntary defined contribution plans. This change in retirement plans, the business scandals involving Enron, World Com and Tyco, the collapse of many dot com companies and the financial crisis of 2008 indicates the importance that must be placed on personal investment strategies. Although much of the financial devastation that shareholders suffered could be attributed to unwise or fraudulent practices, many investors magnified their financial losses by implementing imprudent investment strategies. Many of these investors could have mitigated their financial losses due to these unforeseen events had they engaged in prudent investment practices, which begins with a review of their financial objectives and constraints an individual faces, and a sound asset allocation strategy.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT
One of the most important and overlooked principles of investments is the construction of an investment policy statement. Although most investment textbooks do an adequate job of teaching such traditional topics as financial statement analysis, valuation and market efficiency, only a handful of texts cover investment policy [Reilly and Norton,1999] or [Strong, 2006] . The topic of investment policy is considered so important to the CFA Institute that numerous readings on this subject are included in their Chartered Financial Analyst program.
Essentially, the investment policy statement helps to assist the money manager by providing the objectives and constraints that the investor faces in constructing his/her investment portfolio. These objectives and constraints allow the money manager to tailor the portfolio to the individuals' specific needs. The investment policy statement also serves as a contract between the money manager and the client and protects both by laying out the investment action to be taken.
The objectives of an investor are the starting point for preparing a sound financial plan. The objectives need to clearly outline realistic goals for the investor. Objectives such as making as much money as possible are too broad to allow a money manager or the investor to produce a sound financial plan. In fact, broad objectives like this may actually lead a money manager to invest the client's funds inappropriately. The objectives consist of the return and risk preferences of the investor. For example, the goal of a recent college graduate to become a millionaire by age 30 may be unrealistic, given this person's $50,000 per year job. However, the goal of saving a sufficient amount of money to be able to retire at age 55 may be attainable with a sound financial plan.
In addition to the objectives, each investor will face a number of constraints that will help determine the appropriate assets to be included in his or her portfolio. Constraints that the investor will face include his time horizon, liquidity needs, tax circumstances, and any unique preferences or circumstances.
AN OVERVIEW OF ASSET ALLOCATION
Many financial experts consider the asset allocation decision to be the most critical decision an investor will face. Although many individuals consider the ability to identify the next Microsoft, Starbucks or Google the key to investment success, asset allocation plays a much more important role in the performance of an investment portfolio. In a now classic article in the Financial Analysts Journal, [Brinson, Hood and Beebower, 1986] showed that 93.6 percent of the total plan return could be explained by the plan's asset allocation.
Asset allocation draws on the tools of portfolio theory and shows how investors should combine different financial assets to form the best possible portfolio to achieve their objectives. However, unlike modern portfolio theory, where there are numerous restrictive assumptions, such as homogeneous expectations, no transaction costs and no taxes, which leads to an optimal portfolio, there may be many "best" portfolios consistent with the investor's circumstances. The longer an investor's time horizon and the greater the investor's tolerance for risk, the more the portfolio can be tilted toward higher risk, higher return assets. Many investors mistakenly assume that the converseinvestors with shorter time horizons and lower tolerances for risk should hold only low risk assets-is also true. There are two reasons why individuals with low tolerances for risk can, and arguably, should hold some high risk assets. First, low return assets increase the risk that the individual will lose purchasing power through increases in the price level. Second, portfolio theory tells us that it may be possible to combine high-risk assets in a portfolio and increase the return of the portfolio while actually reducing the total risk of the portfolio.
STUDENT EXPERIENCE WITH PERSONAL FINANCIAL DATA
One of the difficulties with conducting case studies of personal investing is obtaining personal financial data. [Peavy and Sherrard, 1990 ] provide some personal financial cases in a book that consists of past exams from the Chartered Financial Analyst program. Each case contains information about the individual or institution and tips and answers for constructing an investment policy statement and an asset allocation. Although the book is instructive and informative, it contains many cases that are "spiced up" and many students may find the cases unrealistic. In addition, the book devotes only three cases to individual investors while devoting eight cases to institutional investing.
In order to determine if the current generation of students is privy to actual personal financial information, we conducted a brief survey of students in two Introduction to Business classes (51 students responded). We were interested in finding out if the once taboo subject of personal finances were now being discussed both inside and outside of the home.
In our survey we found some interesting results. We were surprised to find that 76.47 percent of students reported that they had discussed personal finance with their parents. However, upon further analysis, the topics for discussion were predominately limited to salary and benefits, size of mortgage and college savings (62.74%, 49.02% and 47.06% respectively). Topics such as retirement and non-retirement savings were discussed far less frequently (23.53% and 13.73%). In addition, 51 percent of students reported that the discussions were general in nature and did not include any specific information.
We were also curious if students had discussed personal finance with other friends or family members. Here the numbers are more consistent with what we would expect apriori. More than 64 percent of students responded that they did not discuss personal financial matters with others. In addition, students were unanimous in their feelings that seeing other people's finances and getting the advice from a financial planner would be beneficial. Table 1 presents the results from our survey.
Although instructors can ask students to obtain financial information from their parents or other family members, there are a couple of problems with this approach. First, as our survey seems to indicate, many parents may be uncomfortable divulging such personal information to their children, especially if the information is likely to be viewed by others. Second, even if most parents are willing to provide such information, there will be little diversity in the age and earnings cycle for the parents. Most parents of college age students will range in age from their early forties to their mid fifties and will be in the same phase of their investment life cycle. Investment allocations for most of the participants will be similar, thus limiting the opportunity for students to see how age influences the allocation decision.
USA TODAY'S "YOUR PORTFOLIO" COLUMN
An ample source of actual cases regarding individual investors is the monthly column in USA Today entitled "Your Portfolio." The column, which usually appears the first Monday of the month in the "Money" section of the paper (issues dating back less than 30 days can be found for free by searching the USA Today website www.usatoday.com, past issues are available from Pro Quest, which is available at many colleges.) The column consists of personal financial information, which readers are invited to submit for review by a professional financial planner. In addition to the financial information, the participants also provide some information on their objectives, such as when they would like to retire and how they may be spending their money in the future. The cases are excellent resources for teaching students because of the wide diversity of individuals who are featured in the column. Table 2 lists some of the past participants of the "Your Portfolio" column. The column has covered a wide range of individuals and couples of different ages, income levels and varying degrees of wealth. Some participants are saving for their children's college education, whereas others are nearing retirement. For example, past columns have reviewed the finances of Jens Martin Krummel, 38, a stage actor whose income doesn't usually exceed $30,000 and who has savings of $35,000 (June 5, 2000); Sherman Lewis, 29, a computer salesman and real estate investor with income of $100,000 and $675,000 in securities and equity in his real estate holdings (May 7, 2001 ); the Moore's, a married couple with $147,000 in retirement income from interest and dividends and $1.1 million in savings (October 7, 2002); and Mitchell Namy, 91, a retiree with $191,000 in savings and penchant for taking investment risks ( July 6, 2004) .
USING THE CASES IN THE CLASSROOM
The cases presented in the "Your Portfolio" column provide instructors with a number of opportunities for incorporating financial planning into the classroom. A simple use of the articles is to have students read the article and to use the information provided by the participants to stimulate classroom discussion. Are the goals of the participant reasonable? Is the portfolio sufficiently diversified? Is the portfolio too risky or too conservative? Does the participant have an adequate amount of savings? Even students with limited backgrounds in investing and personal finance may recognize that a portfolio made up entirely of the employer's stock may be imprudent.
Instructors that wish to delve more deeply into the financial planning and asset allocation process can use the information in the "Your Portfolio" columns to conduct some of the following assignments:
Writing an Investment Policy Statement -the information in the column can be used to construct an investment policy statement, as previously discussed in the article. In most instances, the information provided in the article will provide insufficient information to produce a detailed investment policy statement. In this case, instructors can question students about what additional information would be required to complete the investment policy statement.
2.
Determining an Appropriate Asset Allocation -Using the age of the participant and any background information he or she provides, students can try to determine an appropriate asset allocation for the participant. This allocation can be compared with the participant's actual portfolio and with the recommendations provided by the financial planner.
3.
Determining the Adequacy of the Investor's Savings -Students can use future value calculations to determine size of the participants nest egg at retirement and the annuity he or she will be able to receive during retirement. Online financial planning sites can also be used to determine if the participant is likely to have sufficient funds for retirement. a. Expenses -Loads, 12b-1 fees, administrative and management fees as well as projections of costs for a $10,000 portfolio over the next 3, 5, and 10 years are presented. Expenses of these funds can be compared to index funds and other funds in the same investment category to examine the expenses of the portfolio. One analysis that can be conducted is to see how much the actively managed fund will need to outperform the index fund by in order to cover the additional expenses. b. Computing the Systematic Risk of the Investor's Portfolio -Using betas for the mutual funds and the stocks the participant holds, a spreadsheet can be used to compute the portfolio beta. Given the portfolio beta, the CAPM can be used to determine the required return. c. Portfolio Performance -The Sharpe Index and Jensen's Alpha for each portfolio are presented.
Jensen's Alpha is computed using the S&P 500 Index and an index from the best fit regression. Jensen's Alpha will differ depending on the index and may be positive when using one index and negative when using the other. [Moy, 2002] . d. Tax Efficiency -The pretax return, tax-adjusted return, % rank in category and the tax cost ratio can be found in the tax analysis section.
5.
Comparing Current Holdings of Mutual Funds with the Financial Planners Recommendations -In each article, a financial planner will suggest some mutual funds that the participant could substitute for his or her current holdings. A spreadsheet can be constructed to compare the expenses, performance, risk and tax efficiency to see if the suggested funds compare favorably to the current holdings. Each of the suggested assignments can be treated as shorter stand-a-lone projects or can be combined together to form a more comprehensive term project. The assignments give students an opportunity to exam the actual portfolios of the participants and gives students the chance to use tools such as online financial planning sites and Morningstar.com to further analyze the appropriateness of the investor's holdings and the financial planners recommendations.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Case studies can be a powerful and enjoyable way for students to apply the topics they've studied. Like other areas of finance, hands-on-experience is necessary for students to develop the necessary skills and intuition to succeed in the field of financial planning. The monthly "Your Portfolio" column appearing in USA Today provides students an opportunity to learn about, and put into practice, financial planning using financial information provided by real world individuals. Because of the range of participants in the column, instructors can illustrate the different financial goals and needs of individuals of varying ages and incomes. Instructors can use these columns to motivate discussion, as small assignments or as part of a larger term project. In all cases, students will leave the course with a better understanding of the questions and issues that must be addressed to form a sound investment plan.
